**Miracles Series**

Astounding and blatantly self-promoting magic and mentalism effects you can perform with your business cards! All are easy to do and require a minimum of preparation, if any. Volumes 1 - 3 now available.

**Whether working impromptu or on stage or platform, the ability to divine the serial number on a borrowed bill or banknote is one of the most devastating feats in the entire realm of mentalism. And yet, there is relatively little information on this important topic in magical literature. That’s why, we are pleased to bring you a collection of some of the most deceptive bill reading methods ever developed from such legends as Dr. E.G. Ervin, Bob Nelson, Eric Mason, Ed Mellon, U.F. Grant and Ted Annemann. Over a half dozen methods in all. Plus, all are direct and 100% practical.**

Add this devastating mentalism effect to your own repertoire...

**The Panama Rope Mystery**

One of the easiest and yet most startling rope tricks ever! No gimmicks, cement or anything other than a length of rope. Rope is cut THREE times, then restored. We supply Collins’ original, award-winning handling along with his step-by-step instructions. 16 excellent line drawings, re-typeset, 5 pages.
THE CARD TRICK THAT BAFFLED THE WORLD’S GREATEST CARD MEN!

GRANT’S KARD-U-REKA
A fantastic, sure-fire, self-working Card Miracle. Two regular packs are used. Spectators select either pack (no force); performer places other pack in his hip pocket. After riffling the cards to show they are all different, the deck is handed to a spectator who draws and retains a card behind his back; then passes the pack to the other helpers, who all do the same. The rest of this pack is replaced in its case and put in performer’s breast pocket. Performer now brings pack from his hip pocket, glances through it and withdraws the same number of cards selected. For the first time, spectators look at the cards they took from their pack. To their amazement, they are matched by the cards the performer holds – every card EXACTLY DUPLICATED. No skill, false moves or confederates required. No questions asked; no long/short or faked cards. No set-up to be memorized. This one was so good, it was endorsed by Dai Vernon, Dr. Daley, Walter Gibson, Chang, Okito, and many others. Invented by that master of magical ingenuity, U.F. Grant, it turns a seeming impossibility into baffling reality! Good for magicians and mentalists alike. It may be repeated. We supply new 6-page, photo-illustrated instructions only (use your own two regular decks, none supplied).

STOP! COLLECTED STOP TRICK METHODS
Without a doubt, one of the most impressive ways to discover a selected card. After a spectator’s card is shuffled back into the pack, you deal the cards one at a time onto the table, the spectator being requested to say “Stop!” at any time. This is done and the designated card is turned face upwards. Amazingly, it is the spectator’s card! We provide seven of the best ways to perform this reputation-builder. 14 pages.

Brilliant DIY Book Tests
Vols. I & II
Perform powerful book tests with best-selling books and paperbacks, trendy magazines, local phone books or directories, and even the latest pocket dictionaries with ease. If you thought you had to spend hundreds of dollars to get a great, nearly self-working book test, think again. In this, our latest release, Brilliant DIY Book Tests (Vols. I & II), we build on our earlier work to bring you more than a dozen proven solutions from such luminaries as Al Koran, David Hoy, William Larsen, Sr., Paul Curry, Dr. Jaks, Sid Lorraine, Richard Himber, U. F. Grant, Orville Meyer, Jack Dean and others! 26 pages, illustrated.

THE THREE ARTICLE TEST
Three brilliant solutions for the classic Three Article Test. Here’s the basic effect: You introduce or borrow any three objects. For example, a watch, a ring and a key. You now turn around and three different spectators each secretly place one of these objects in their pocket. Following a brief and direct presentation, you reveal the object each spectator has hidden on their person! No questions asked. No shills. No mirrors. No nail writers. No impression devices. No guess work! You are 100% correct every time. All three handlings are different and easy to do! Ideal for parties and other intimate gatherings. View our website for more Three Article Test solutions, including Jack Miller’s Boxes of Chang and Wallace Lee’s Cryptesthesia.

BOB HUMMER’S Mathematical 3-Card Monte
Magician divines position of spectator’s thought-of card, despite the fact that he is given free reign to repeatedly shift the position of various cards with performer’s back turned! Also works with borrowed objects or find an object hidden by a spectator under a cap, cup, thimble or shell! All variations explained, plus bonus mental card effect. 8 pages.

Air Tight Prediction
As seen at Mel Mellers’ Blackpool lecture! Now you can perform one of today’s hottest mentalism effects with ease! Audience members choose different features of their dream vacation. The answers they provide are ultimately discovered to match those written on your prediction slip – a slip which was sealed inside a balloon and safeguarded by a spectator from the start of the presentation.

The New Standard IMPRESSION CARD CASE
Construct an Impression Card Case with Bicycle’s new “Standard” card case IN LESS THAN 10 MINUTES! An Impression Card Case that works as well as Annemann’s original! 10 pages.

No Billets • No Tearing • No Steals • No Switches • No Carbons • No Envelopes

No Billets • No Tearing • No Steals • No Switches • No Carbons • No Envelopes

No skills or assistants • No forces, psychological or otherwise • No carbons
No Swami gimmicks or nail writing • No suspicious or extra pen movements
The gimmick? You’re looking at it!

**THE MENTALIST’S PAD**

At last, an impression pad that defies detection. The Mentalist’s Pad is an ordinary looking writing tablet that can be handled freely, yet will capture a clear impression of anything a spectator writes or draws. And while it rivals any well-made clipboard in terms of performance and deceptive-ness; our innovative, new device costs just a few dollars and takes less than 10 minutes to construct. Use it for pre-show work, design duplication, and more.

**Super Billet Test Secrets**

Entire careers have been built on the ability to apparently “read minds” by secretly viewing what a spectator has written or drawn on a small, folded slip of paper. In this publication, we have compiled 11 different approaches to this endeavor from such top luminaries as Bert Reese, John Booth, Al Baker, Hamid Kahn, Orville Meyer, Ted Annemann, Joseph Ovette and others. Plus, sensational routines. 24 pages.

**Clear Clipboard Impression System**

The Amazing Dr. Maurice’s original Clear Clipboard Impression System gives you the ability to capture a clear, legible impression of anything a spectator writes or draws using just a transparent acrylic clipboard, a sheet of paper, and a pencil. Properties you can handle freely and look so innocent that they’re above suspicion. Fast, easy set-up. 8 pages.

**ESP Entertainment Toolkit**

Our ESP Entertainment Toolkit makes giving impressive Palm, Card, Numerology, and Astrology readings a breeze! It’s everything you need in one, money-saving bundle, including tick sheets for...

- Card Reading
- Palm Reading
- Astrology
- Numerology

**Ultimate Koran Deck**

Reveal the identity of a card merely looked at by a spectator. As impossible as it seems, apart from fanning the cards at the beginning of the effect, you never need touch or go near the deck again! Keep in mind, nothing is written down. There are no sleights, glimpses or card control to worry about. No stooges, marked cards or gimmicks. 11 pages.

**KORAN’S LINKING FINGER RINGS**

Three men’s finger rings are borrowed and in the finest manner possible – LINKED TOGETHER to form a chain. The rings are then unlinked and returned to their respective owners. 9 pages.

**Supreme Mental Discernment**

Spectator shuffles deck and mentally selects any card. Nothing is written – he just remembers it. Performer asks him no questions but runs through the cards without looking at the faces and picks out the one spectator mentally thought of. As close to real mind reading as it gets. Ralph Hull’s methodology is ingenious. No sleights. 13 pages.

Check out our website for more brilliant THINK-A-CARD solutions!

**Bob Nelson’s Miracles in Mentalism Series**

Get Bob Nelson’s complete, three-volume Miracles in Mentalism Series with more than 100 super, time-tested, audience-proven effects for the working mentalist. Contributors to this outstanding series include some of the field’s most brilliant thinkers and performers, including: Dr. Stanley Jaks, Orville Meyer, Gene (Phantini) Grant, Eddie Clever, Dr. S.P. Thornton, U.F. Grant, Frederic Kolb, North Bigbee, The Amazing Maurice, J.G. Thompson, Jr., Dick Johnson, Bob Nelson, Stewart Judah, and many more. A gold mine for anyone who performs mentalism or mental magic!

**THE BORROWED BRAIN**

“The Borrowed Brain” is C.L. Boarde and Mike Magus’ one-on-one mentalism tour de force – a truly impromptu, three-phase mentalism routine brilliantly constructed to “fry” a spectator’s brain and it uses nothing more than a couple of sheets of paper, a pencil, an ash tray and some matches. That’s it! No gimmicks, nothing to prepare or forget to bring, and everything can and should be, borrowed! Virtually unobtainable for over 50 years... until now. 10 pages.

**The Itinerant Mystic Series**

Uncover lost secrets from mentalism’s past in our breakthrough series on the traveling mystics who went from city to city plying their trade in the last century. In addition to revealing how they set up shop and promoted their business, it also explains the closely-guarded methods behind their readings and other effects – information you can use in your own work. Based in part on the methods and writings of W.G. Magnuson, who performed as “Del-Ardo,” Nelson and others. Now get all four volumes in a single 67-page publication and save!

**Psycho-Gizmo Series**

Teral Garrett’s acclaimed Psycho-Gizmo series covers subtle mentalism routines, effects and methods; as well as clever magic ideas. Contributors to the series include Dr. Jaks, The Amazing Maurice, The Great Ovette, Burling Hull, Chris Charlton, Stanley Collins, Milt Kort, Chandu, North Bigbee, Murray, Garrett, and many others.

**The Joseph Trilogy**

Get our concise, easy-to-follow instructions for three of the most powerful mental card effects ever conceived – Eddie Joseph’s Staggered, Bombay and Premonition – along with a special bonus party card trick, Minds in Collusion, in this convenient, new single volume. 31 pages.

**The Clever and Thompson Manuscripts (1 - 5)**

This publication brings together 11 powerful yet practical card magic and mentalism effects from Eddie Clever and J.G. Thompson’s exclusive manuscript series from the mid-1940s. 24 pages.

**Life Span Reading**

Convince almost any man or woman that you can see into their past, present and future! Excellent Thayer manuscript.

Also available... Dante System of Life Span Reading.
PHANTINI’S CHALLENGE
Mental Act
Gene Grant’s complete, close-up mentalism act that fits in your pocket! Six diabolical mentalism effects using simple, inexpensive objects you can carry in your pocket, none with playing cards. 14-pages, illustrated.

"Top stuff, with real attention to detail as always, from trickshop.com.”
 - MagicWeek.com

THE ZENNER EFFECT
You and a spectator each begin with a standard set of five different ESP symbol cards. The spectator pockets one of his cards and then, one by one, attempts to match each card you lay face down on the table by placing one of his own symbol cards face up on top of it. When the cards are finally flipped over – the symbols of every pair match exactly, including your last card and the spectator’s pocketed card! 19 pages, illustrated, includes David Britland’s original “Zennerism” routine, plus ESP symbol artwork.

THOMPSON’S ORIGINAL COMEDY MEDICINE PITCH
George Thompson’s Original Comedy Medicine Pitch for “EGYPANNA”. The Wonder Tonic of the Age! One hundred belly laughs in 14 minutes. There’s no real magic in this one, but it’s a riot from start to finish. Completely re-typeset with large, easy to read type. 8 pages.

Also available...Tommy Windsor’s “Street Faker Act” and “Suitcase Sideshow.”

BURTINI’S LINKING RINGS ROUTINE
FISM World Championship for Invention winner Burtini’s acclaimed eight-ring routine is a standout because at the end, the audience is absolutely convinced that the spectator assisting has been given every opportunity to handle and examine every ring. Yet, despite this, the rings link and unlink seemingly in his hands and the performer’s. Jean Hugard felt quite strongly that too many ring routines, even those by well-known magicians, were often lacking in this regard and so, they never overcame the underlying suspicion held by most lay audiences that ALL of the rings simply had openings. Burtini’s handling provides an excellent framework you can use “as is” or to supplement your own pet moves. 16 pages, illustrated.

GRANT’S SLOW MOTION BILL SWITCH
Looking for a clever bill switch or transposition? This is it. You borrow two U.S. bills – a ONE and a FIVE. The ONE is tucked in a person’s breast pocket. The same person slowly closes his hand around the FIVE. You command a change to take place. Person opens his hand and out pops the ONE DOLLAR BILL and on going to the pocket he finds the missing FIVE. Grant’s original handling plus his “impromptu” variation. 6-pages, illustrated.

COINCIDENTAL REVISITED
Dr. Thornton’s stand out mental word matching effect. A spectator and performer choose letters from two packs of shuffled Alphabet Cards. As soon as the spectator’s letters are arranged, the performer turns his cards around to reveal that not only have both chosen the same letters, they have both formed the same word! Any one of several words could have been formed from the cards chosen by the spectator and he is even allowed to discard a card before he forms his four letter word! 42 pages.

Rough and Smooth Possibilities
This rare Tan Hock Chuan manuscript offers 11 effects based upon the rough and smooth principle. Tricks include innovative application of various half card roughing combinations that open even more possibilities and amazing effects with one of the magic’s most powerful and closely-guarded methods. 17 pages.

FOX MIRACLE GIMMICK
Secretly discover the identity of cards “thought of” by one or more spectators. Perform absolute mind reading miracles with a deck of cards. For years, this was Paul Fox’s best kept secret. A small gimmick that allowed him to ascertain the identity of cards merely thought of by one or more spectators. Please note, nothing, except the deck, is ever seen by the spectators. No duplicate cards, no false shuffling and no memory system or mathematical formulas are employed. The gimmick does everything except whisper the names of the chosen cards in your ear. 10 pages with special artwork.

FLASH BILLS
Visually transform blank pieces of paper into REAL MONEY! Performed by the late great Dutch magician, Fred Kaps, Flash Bills (aka Patrick Page’s Easy Money) is powerful visual magic at its finest. Here’s the effect. You remove a handful of blank strips of white paper about the size of paper money from your wallet and slowly count them out – showing both the fronts and backs. They’re just what they appear to be – blank pieces of paper. Next, you fold them, give your wrist a snap and suddenly, you’re holding real bills of whatever denomination you choose. Instead of blank pieces of paper, you can change ones into tens, fives into fifties, tens into hundreds, etc.! Or, you can use pieces of paper cut from a magazine or even a client’s catalog or brochure for sales meeting and trade show work. 6 pages.

ROUGH STUFF
Complete instructions – from preparation to performance for seven different trick decks from Joe Berg and Al Aldini. Plus, we’ve added in two more popular decks – Berg’s Ultra Mental Deck and Vernon’s Brain Wave Deck. Plus, where to buy Roughing Fluid, including commercially available liquid and spray products, plus how to apply. 29 pages.

Si Stebbins Miracles
Perform card miracles without sleights.
Explore the incredible possibilities of magic’s most dynamic card control system with this four-ebook bundle that includes our top-rated, photo-illustrated guide, “Si Stebbins Unplugged,” as well as “S6 – Six Si Stebbins Stunners,” “How’d Ja Do That?” and “Amazing Card Miracles.”

HOMING CARD
One of Fred Kaps’ signature effects. Performer shows five cards – four of which are spot cards and the fifth, a Queen of the opposite color. The performer repeatedly discards the court card, only to have it reappear in the packet to his seeming consterna- tion. His plight continues as cards are discarded one by one, until the last spot card changes into the Queen! Easy-to-do, streamlined handling. No special, gaffed cards are required (only regular cards). 9 pages plus bonus manuscript with Frederick Braue’s original Homing Card.